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IN 1RODUG TI ON 

The subject of this course is the Logical Structure of Digital Com
puters 0 By ucomplter· logic" one means the set of rules which the 
computer follows in carrying out its operationso Logical structure 
is to be distinguished from physical structureo The electronic 
components, wires, motors, and other hardware, comprising the 
physical structure of the computer, do no more than mechanize the 
operating rules defining the logical structure of the computer. It 
is completely irrelevant to the logic that the computer is built of 
vacuum tubes, or relays, or paper,. as long as the rules are properly 
represented and followedo 

The digital computer is essentially a symbol-manipulating machineo 
It accepts a set of symbols defining a problem to be solved and the 
data on which to operatee It then performs various operations on 
these symbols according to the rules defining its logical structure, 
and thereby produces a new set of symbols which comprise the solu
tion to the problemo The rules thus take the form of a set of 
statements describing the manner in which certain symbols are to be 
replaced with new symbolso (Consider, for example, a particular 
sequence of five syrabolso One useful rule in a computer dealing 
with this sequence would be~ "If the first symbol is a 9l~, the 
second U + u, the third 61 g, the fourth 8 = u, and the fifth ~x II, then 
replace the symbol uxu with the symbol °2 u o") 

THE TURING MACHINE 

A simple abstract model of the general symbol-manipulation process 
(and~ therefore, of digital computer logical structure) was formu
lated by the British mathen~tician, Turingl as a conceptual aid in 
proving certain results in mathernatical logico He defined a class 
of symbol processing mechanisms ,,[hich he called simply "automatic 
machines, II but '\vhich are now generally known as "Turing machines. n 

The elements of the Turing machine a:ee illustrated below: 

T 
~----f"--I--=r--r , 82 ! 81 I 8':l ~ 

.2 ____ --0 
lAo Mo Turing~ On Computable Numbers, with an Application to the 
Entscheidungs Problem, Froco Londo Math 0 Soeo, series 2, v24, 
ppo 230-265, 19360 
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A machine, M, having a finite number of internal configurations or 
s.tates operates on an infinitely long tape, T, which is divided 
into cells. Each cell is capable of bearing one symbol from a 
specified, finite set of symbols, 80, 81' 82 • • • Bn, e.g., the 
aLphabet, the digits, etc. The machine deals with one cell at a 
ttme (called the scanned cell) and can read the symbol in this cell 
and write a new symbol in its place, or move to the next cell to 
the right or to the left. 

An operation is carried out concurrently with a jump from one mach
ine state to another. This action is completely determined by the 
current state of the machine and the currently scanned symbol. Each 
move results in a new configuration of machine and tape in which the 
scanned symbol and . machine state determine the next move, and so on. 

A notation will now be described and some examples of Turing machines 
presented. This material will differ from that in Turing's original 
presentation, but the essential features are retained. 

The operations to be discussed are: 

1) Replace the scanned symbol, Si, with the symbol Sj, 
abbreviated: 

8i : Sj 

where i and j may have any particular values 0, 1, 
2, • • • n. The symbol So will represent blank tape 
to complete the description. 

2) If the scanned symbol is Si, move to the next cell 
on the right: 

Si : R 

3) If the scanned symbol is Sil move to the next cell 
on the left: 

S1 : L 

These operations can be abbreviated: 

Tk = print Sk k = 0, 1, • • • n 

k=n+l 

Tk = move "Lft k = n + 2 

The rules by which the machine operates are then formulated in terms 
of these operations and the internal states of the machine. Each 
rule will be of the form: 
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(p = 1, 2, · M) 

(1 = 0, 1, . . · N) 

I If the machine is in state p 

. and the scanned s~nbol is 8i 

then carry out operation Tk (k = 0, 1, · N + 2) 

i and. jump to state 
_1_ 

q (Cl 1, 2, • • • M) 

w'hich will be abbreviated to the quadruple: 

For example, the quad.ruple (3, x ~ R, 14) means tllr the machine is 
in state 3 and the scanned symbol is x, 11l0Ve to the next cellon the 
right and jump to state 14 .. " 

The logical structure of the machine is thus specified by a finite 
set of Jl:acJruples of the above form. 

The ordered pair of s;ynibols p, 8i Hill be called a det_~rminant, 

since it determines the subsequent move of the machine according to 
the remaining terms in the r~i~:u.druple. To be consistent, the require
ment is imposed that no t\,ro quadruples describing a given machine 
can have the same determinant. 

The logical structu:r'e of a rruring machine may be represented conven
iently as a network in '",hich each node correspcnds to a state of 
the machine and each directed branch between nodes corresponds to 
a jr.l.mp betw'een states.. The branch is labeled with the operation 
~'Thich occurs during the jum.p. For example, the network 

corresponds to the set of three quadruples 

(1, x R, 2) 
( 2, x y, 2) 
( 2, y R, 1) 

A drawing of the net\vork for a given rnachtne is variousl;:r called a 
state diagram or transit.ibn diagram. T'tvo conventions which simplify 
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the drawing of transition diagrams for processes involving a large 
number of symbols So, 81' 82, • • • Sn are the following: 

a) It all branches from a g1 ven state, p, lead to state q, 
and involve the same operation, Tk 

then the diagram may be abbreviated to 

b) It all branches except the one for a particular scanned 
symbol, 8i, lead from state p to state q, and !nvol ve 
the same operation, Tk 

then the diagram may be abbreviated to 

where 81 is rea.d tf not 8i. tt 

A tew examples of Turing machines will now be given to illustra.te 
the preceding definitions and concepts. 
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Example 1 

Given a tape on which the symbols SO, Sl, S2, 0 0 0 Sn appear 
in any order and number.. The machine starts in state 1 scan
ning any cell to the left of a cell holding the symbol, Sl 

• 

The machine is to nlhunt" for the first cell to the right, 
which holds 81 and jump to state 2 when it is scanning this 
cello The transition diagram is 

S,:R 

---G s,:s, 

The machine remains in state 1 and scans the next cellon 
the right until 81 is found j whereupon it jumps to state ,2 
with no change of symbol on the scanned cell. 

Example 2 

Consider a process of simple cryptographic encoding 0 Letters 
of the alphabet are to be scrambled according to the code 

a-+-o 
b-+-r 
c~p 

e.g., the word ncabu becomes uporu, etco The message to be 
encoded is printed on the tape with an arbitrary number of 
spaces between wordso 

n 

f 



The machine starts in state 1, scanning the indicated cell. 
Its diagram is 

The symbol So represents blank tape.. The machine continues 
indefinitely, changing letters of the .message to their equiva
lent code value .. 

Example 3 
I 

A block of five cells, each holding the digit 0, is separated 
from the rest of the tape by the symbol E on the left and C 
on the right. 

Eiol ololc lole I If! 

The machine starts in state 1, scanning a cell to the right 
of C. It is to print in succession the 5-digit decimal 
numbers from 0 to 99,999 on the marked block of cells, reset 
them to 0, and then jump to state 5.. Its diagram is 
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The machine finds the first digit following symbol C and 
jumps to state 2. If this digit is not 9, it is replaced 
with the next larger digit and the machine jumps to state 3. 
In state 3, the machine moves right 'Wltil it finds C and 
backs up one cell, jumping back to state 2. When the digit 
is 9, it is replaced with 0 and the maohine jumps to state 
4 and moves left one . cell (corresponding to a If carry" from 
one digit position to the next), returning to state 2 again. 
Clearly, this process results in the printing of the required 
sequence of numbers up to 99,9990 At this point, the re
peated sequence of transitions (2, 9 : 0, 4) (4, 0 : L, 2) 
resets the five cells to 0 and the process terminates with 
(2, E : E, 5). 

Example 4 

Consider a tape marked with A, 1, 0, and x in the following 
manner: 

, etf· 

The lIs and O's are intermixed with XiS to the right of A 
in an arbitrary waY$ The machine starts in state 1, scanning 
a cell to the left of A,and is to compact the sequence of lis 
and O's into a block following A. The order of the l's and 
O's is to'be retained. The diagram is 

In state 1, the machine finds the first symbol to the right 
of A and jumps to 2. In state 2, the machine skips over 
cells holding XIS and finds the nearest 0 or 1, replaces it 
with an x and jumps to state 6 or 3, respectively & In the 
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case illustrated, the nearest non-x symbol is a 1, and the 
machine will go to state 3. In state 3, the machine finds 
the leftmost x, Jumps to 4, prints a 1, and moves to the 
right, returning to state 2 via 5. Note that in taking 
either the upper or lower branch, (2, 1 : x, 3) or 

(2, 0 : x, 6) , the machine 1n effect "remembers" that 
the last symbol scanned was a 1 or 0, respectivelY_ The 
reader should verify that the tape illustrated becomes: 

It is possible to restrict the Turing machine to two symbols, 0 
and 1, without loss of generality. 

Consider a problem which is expressed in terms of four symbols: 
SOl 81, 821 83- These can be encoded into groups of lis and O's 
1n many ways. For example: 

So = 000 
81 = 001 
82 = 010 
83 = 100 

(1) 

80 = 00 
81 = 01 
82 = 10 
83 = 11 

(2) 

Case (2) will be discussed in more detail. The tape is divided 
into groups of two cells each: 

t 

So '-" 1 82 83 
Then consider a section of the transition diagram of a machine 
dealing with Sal 81, 821 83 which is of the form 
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This is equivalent to the following in which only 0 and 1 are used: 

Similarly, a change of symbol, say (1, 81 
as: 

82,2) can be represented 

o:L. "8 o~ I .,,® 

Note that the interpretation of the sequence of Its and OlS depends 
on the direction of travel. This dependence could be eliminated 
by using a symmetrical code: 

U
80 = 000 
81 = 010 
82 = 101 
83 :; 111 

We have now shown that the operations of any Turing machine can be 
reduced to the set 

{

print 0 
print 1 
move right one cell 
move left one cell 

This can be reduced still :further <> The only possible symbol-printing 
situations are: 



o 
1 

o 
1 

~} 
~} 
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The first two cases involve a change of information on the tape; 
the second two do not. We can define an operation n complement, n 

abbreviated I'Ctt
, to replace the two print operations 0 The cases 

involving no change of symbol are replaced with two complement 
operations done in sequence: 

becomes· 

Thus, the set of Turing machine operations reduces to: 

This can be reduced again to any of the three sets: 

(J.) [c~ complement and move left 
move right 

(2) ( L move left 
CR complement . and move right 

(3) (CL complement and move left 
CR complement and move right 

The proofs for (1) and (2) reduce to showing that ItCLu can be 
broken into "cu and ttLft: 

is the equivalent of 

and 

~ R --@ 'fCL .0 
is the equivalent of 
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The other possible actions on 0 and 1 for cases (1) and (2) are 
proved in a similar manner. 

Case (3) requires a different arrangement of symbols on the tape. 
Alternate cells are used to hold the symbols of the problem. The 
cells in between aid in "phasing" the complementing, but hold no 
significant information: 

f . 
The equivalent forms are: 

~ ~ ~ 

The other forms can be obtained directly from these. 
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PROBLEMS 

101) A Turing machine tape is marked in the following manner: 

Symbol Up" marks the beginning of a block of 5 different 
decimal digits, di, dj' dk' dl, dm. (e"g., 7 a 9 3 4). 

Describe (draw a state-and-transition diagram of) a machine 
which will rearrange the digits in descending order on the 
5 cells following Up" and move on to the right when finished" 
Any additional symbols and cells may be used in the process 
providing they are erased upon completion. The machine is 
to start on any cell to the left of "pit" 

1.2) Restate problem 1,,1 in terms of a tape on which only the 
symbols nSO". and "Sl" appear. (Invent a suitable code for 
the symbols tfp", blank, a, 1, " • e 9, etc e, and describe 
the initial tape configuration)" Redraw the state-and
transition diagram accordingly, using only the operations 
"complement tt (change 80 to 81 or Sl to SO), u move right tt , 
and "move left", abbreviated "e", "Rn, and "L", respect1 vely. 

1,,3) Non~erasable tape can be defined as tape on which it is 
possible to write a symbol in a given cell only if the cell 
IDS b~a.nk.o Show that it is possible for any Turing machine 
to use non-erasable tape" 
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THE UNIVERSAL TURING MACHINE 

Preliminary Remarks 

We have seen that a very general class of Turing machines can be 
defined which use a single tape on which only the symbols nOn or 
"1" appear in any cell ("0" corresponding to blank tape) and which 
perform only the operations "print 0," "print 1, t1 f'move right one 
cell," and "move left one cello lt For convenience in subsequent 
reference, we will call these machines "Class A Turing machines" 
to distinguish them from other machines which use more symbols, 
different operations, more tapes, etco Within a given class one 
might measure the complexity of a particular machine by the number 
of its internal states or, perhaps better, by the number of quad
ruples required to describe its logical structure. Thus, a 100-
quadruple Class A Turing machine would be more complicated than a 
10~quadruple Class A Turing machineo 

It seems reasonable to attempt to relate a machinevs complexity to 
its capability~ For example, it is possible to combine a machine, 
Ml, which is capable of counting, with a machine,MZ' which is 
capable of ordering a set of numbers, and thereby obtain a more 
complicated machine, M3' which is capable of both ordering and 
counting 0 It might be supposed that it is always possible to in
crease the generality of a machine by increasing its complexity in 
this wayo The fact is, however, that there is a critical complexity 
beyond which no further increase in generality can be guaranteed! 
That is, at a certain level of complexity it becomes possible to de
sign a Turing machine which is universal in the sense that it can 
perform any calculation which any other Turing machine can perform, 
!!!!! if the other machine is more COriiPIicated" than the unr versal 
machine 0 The universal T\~ing machine achieves this generality by 
having the ability to simulate any machine whose calculation it is 
required to duplicateo The tape of the simulated machine appears 
as a designated sequence of cells on the tape of the universal 
machine.. We will consider these points in more detail later .. 

Quadruple Manipulation 

The simulation is itself a symbol manipulation process in which the 
symbols represent the set of quadruples describing the simulated 
machine 0 As an example of the manipulation of quadruples, consider 
the following simple Class A machine and the set of quadruples de
scribing its logical structure~ 
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(1, 0 · · (1, 1 · · (2, f" . • 0 

( 2, 0 .. 
0 

1, 
R, 
0, 
R, 

1) 
2) 
2) 
1) 

Pa.ge 14 

This machine, starting in state 1, will print the sequence 10101010 •• 
• 0000 Its operation will now be described in terms of the quadruples 
and scanned symbols: 

Define active quadruple to be that quadruple which describes 
the action of the machine at any given point in the process. 
The active determinant is then the determinant foundu .. i 
the active quadruple (see page 3). The first term of the. 
active quadruple will be called the initial state, and the 
last term, the final state. The second term of the active 
quadruple is, of course, the sCCi.IlIled symbol, and the third 
term is the specified operationo 

In the illustration, if the machine is in state 1, the ac
tive quadruple is the second one in the list, namely: 

(1, 1 : R, 2) 

The machine will move one cell to the right and jump to the 
final state 20 State 2 thus becomes the initial state of 
the next machine action and the new scanned symbol is a Ill". 
Therefore, the next active determinant will be: 

2, 1 

The next a.ctive quadruple can be found by again examining 
the list of quadruples and finding the quadruple which 
starts with the determinant 2, 10 In this case, it iathe 
third determinant~ 

(2, 1 : 0, 2) 

The machine will print a nOn and jump to the final state 2. 
The scanned symbol is now 110" and the next initial state is 2; 
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thus, the next active determinant will be 

2, 0 

and the next active quadruple is found to be 

(2, 0 ~ R, 1) 

etco 

This example illustrates the use of the set of quadruples in 
describing a sequence of machine actionso 

General Description of the Universal Turing Machine 

The basic simulation process can be represented in the following 
way~ 

f 
Ao Given the active determinant, 

find the active quadruple 0 

t 
B .. Carry out the specified 

operation 0 

t 
Co Form the next active deter-

minant from the new scanned 
symbol and the new initial 
state (the previous final 
stateo) " 

I 

It is, of course, necessary to start this sequence with the first 
active determinant at Ao 

The Universal Turing Machine, UM, will be designed to carry out the 
above steps A, B~ and C for any list of qua.druples describing a 
given simulated machine, 8M, which will be encoded in a suitable 
manner and printed on the universal machine tape, UMT 0 As we men
tioned earlier, this tape will also hold a sequence of cells 
which correspond to the cells of the simulated machine tape, SMT. 
It will also require cells on which to print the active determin
ant symbols, and cells to mark significant pOints on the tape, 
eogo, the SMT scanned cello 
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,----------, 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

~~imulated MaCh1n~J 

Universal Machine 

Before UM begins its calculation, the quadruples defining 8M are 
printed on UMT, the cells on UMT corresponding to SMT are marked 
to match the initial configuration of SMT, and the first active 
determinant is printed on UMTs UM is started in a specified 
initial state scanning a specified cell on UMT~ It then carries 
out steps A, B, and C without end and prints the results of 8M's 
calculation on the designated llMT cells corresponding to SMT. 
It is assumed that the set of symbols used by 8Mois included 
within the set of symbols used by liMo 

Detailed Description of a Class A Universal Turing Machine 

The general description of the previous section will now be 
related to a particular Class A Universal Turing Machine. It is 
seen that the first problem is that of finding a suitable code 
using the symbols 0 and 1 to represent quadruples, determinants, 
etc 0 The coding scheme presented here is the work of E. Fe Moore 
who employed it in a description of a 3-tape universal machine2 • 
The second problem is that of finding a suitable arrangement of 
the symbols on the universal machine tapeo Finally, a descrip
tion of the universaL machine itself must be developed. 

Consider first the coding of a Class A machine quadruple 
(r, S1 ~ Tk'S)~ Each determinant must be one of the two forms: 

2E 0 F <> Moore: ! Simplified Universal Turing Machine, Bell Tale
phone System Monograph 2098, presented at the Meeting of the 
Association for Computing Machinery, Toronto, Canada, Sept. 8, 
19520 
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r, 0 
or 

r, 1 

where r takes on aIlY:.integra1 value 1, . 2, • 0 • M (for an M-state 
machine). The specified operation, Tk, is any one of the four 
forms~ 

o 
1 
R 
L 

and finally, the final state, s, is an integer from 1 to M. 

The scheme proposed by Moore is the following: 

Determina.nt~ 

Code r, 0 as a block of 3r + 1 successive l's 
n r, 1 u " It 11 3r + 2 It l's 

Operation: 

Code 0 a.s 0 immediately following determinant. 
fI 1 as 00 If It n 

It R as 000 It n t1 

II L as 0000 " It If 

Fina.l State~ 

Code s as a block of 3s successive 1 t s immediately following 
the operation" 

For example, the quaclruple (1, 0 : 1, 1) would become: 

111100111 

and the quadruple (1, 1 R, 2) would become: 

11111000111111 

A list of qua.druples is coded by stringing together in any order the 
codes of member quadruples, separating one quadruple from the next by 
at least one O. For example, the machine described on page 14 

(1, 0 
(1, 1 
(2, 0 
(2, 1 

1, 1) 
R, 2) 
R, 1) 
0, 2) 
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1scomplete1y (although not uniquely) coded by the sequence: 

0··000011110011101111111101111110001111111000111001111100011111100··· 

Notice"tha.t any block of ones in this sequence ha.s a. lmique interpre':" 
tation, e.g., a block of N ones represents a final state only if N is 
divisible by 3, etc. A block of zeros following a. determinant repre
sents an operation; a block of zeros following a final state is simply 
a sepa.ration. 

We now proceed to· describe the arrangement of symbols on the universal 
machine tape, UMT. UMT will need to be endless only on the right. 
The·cla.ss of machines which the universal machine will simulate will 
also· use tapes which are endless only on the right. This causes no 
restriction in the generality of these machines over that of doubly 
endless tape machines (see problem 20l). 

UMT will be divided into groups of 7 cells each. The quadruple list, 
active determinant, SMT cells, and various marking cells will be 
interleaved on UMT in the following manner: 

UMT 

The E cells are used to mark the end of the tape (only El holds a 
HI"; all other E cells hold "0ft 0 These are not changed.) 

The D cells hold the active determinant. 
The Q cells hold the list of quadruples. 
The T cells correspond to the cells of the simulated machine tape. 

The cells labeled d, q, a.nd t are used to mark the following D, Q, and 
T cells, respectively 0 Only one cell of each will hold anI" a.t any 
given point in the calculation.. For example, a "111 in t3 indicates 
that T3 would be the scanned cellon SMT.. The use of these marker 
cells will become clear latero 

To go from cell Qi to Qi+l for example, it is necessary to slip over 
the intervening 6 cellso This process is diagrammed: 

R ~O 

. and will be abbrevia.ted: 
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The process of loca.ting the end o±~ the ta.pe will now be described. 
Suppose that liM is scanning some Q cell and is to find the cell El 
if the sca.nned symbol is t1lu 0 The diagram is: 

The letters Q and E below the state node in this diagram indicate 
which "pha.se" of the 7 tape phases the machine will end in after the 
transition to that state 0 The machine sta.rts ill sta.te 1t&'1 scanning 
a Q cell, (ioeo, in Q-phase)0 If the scanned symbol is a. "1", the
machine moves 3 cells to the right (to the nearest E cell) and jumps 
to sta.te alb l

• 0 Now in E phase, the machine scans successive E cells 
to the left until a til" is found, which occurs on El at the end of 
the tapeo 

UM will start in state 1 scanning Ele The quadruple list for 8M is 
printed on the Q cells beginning with Ql and ql holds a. t'l" (ql marks 
Ql)o The first a.ctive determinant is printed on Dl, DZ, D3' etc., 
a.nd dl holds a nIH (dl marks Dl)" Finally, the T cells are marked 
according to SMT and the initial simulated scanned cell Ts will be 
marked (ts holds a i11tt)o 

I~,will be noted that liM must move to the end of UMT before search
in$ for a n 1 It on any marker cell in order to guarantee that the 
marked cell will not be missedo 

Parts A~ B, and C of the operation of one particular Class A Univer
sal Turing Machine will be described separately on the following 
pages 0 
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Ao Given the active determinant, find the active quadruple. 

~ :t.' 
... 4'". '---"';"-":~-f Jf ~~I 
I d 

..... --- From state 61 

Mark next D cell 

0:/ 

D and Q blocks 

.. "," 

Mark next Q cell (blocks =) 
to state 26 

The next D cell is marked (a "lu is printed in the associated d cell) 
in states 2 to 4 and the previously marked D cell is examined (state 5). 
If' it holds a itl", OM. checkr; the currently marked Q cell (and marks the 
next Q eell) in sta.te 10 anu. if it holds a "In, prepares to compare the 
next D and Q cells by returning to state 10 If the D and Q ·blocks·· a.re 
of unequal length, UM marks the:· next Q block ot 1 9 s, marks the beginning 
of the a.ctive determinant again, and starts the comparison with the new 
Q block by returning' to state 10 When both D and Q cells hold OilS con
currently, the active quadruple has been found and UN' jumps to state 26 
to begin part Bo 
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B 0 Carry out the specified operation 0 

Print 0 on SM.T 

1-: R'l 

to state 43 
t-
o: 
" Print 1 on SMT 
() 

oa' O!R7 

--.. ~o 1'~5~O:L7 
E t t 

(four 0 as) Move L on SM'l' 

The active quadruple has been located and UM determines which 8M 
operation 1s specified by cOlmting the number of successive OVs in 
the operation code 0 If one 0, UM finds the scanned cellon 8M!' and 
prints a "Ot1,9 if two OOs, a Ulln,9 if three OU s , UM marks the T cell 
on the right of the currently marked T celli if four OVs, UM marks the 
T cell on the left of' the currently marked T cell.. UM then returns 
to the end of' the tape and moves on to ",?art C .. 
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Co Form the next active determinant from the new scanned symbol 
and the new initial state (the previous final state)o 

D 

Erase 

Copy final state onto D 
cells 

Examine next 

"AddU lUs to new 
active determinant 

state 1 

"The old active determinant is erased (states 43 to 46) and the current 
scanned symbol on SMT is examined 0 If it is a nO", a "1ft is printed 
on Dl to start the next active determinant~ if the scanned cellon SMf 
holds a ttl", then a "1" is printed on both Dl and D20 OM then combines 
the block of "lOs" which code the final state of the active quadruple 
with the one or two lOs now on the initial D cells 9 thus forming the 
new active determinant 0 Dl and Ql are marked (lOs printed on dl and 
ql) and UM returns to state 1 to repeat A, B, and C for the next simu
lated transitiono 
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PROBLEMS 

2.1 Show that any problem which can be solved by a Turing machine 
using doubly infint te tape (1nfini tely long in both directions ) .. 
can also be solved by a Turing machine using singl~ infinite 
tape 0 

202 Consider the class of Turing machines which use only the 
symbols "0" and "l't and which perform only the operations 
"print On, ttprint 1", "move right one", "move left onet!, 
abbreviated 0, 1, R, L, respectively 0 

How many one-state machines of this class are there? Two-state? 
!i-state? 

2.3 A Turing machine calculation which never uses more than a 
finite length of tape might be called limited; otherwise non
limited 0 (For example, the machine (1,0:0,1) (l,l:R,l) p~ 
forms a limited calculation if the tape holds a "ot' to the 
right of the scanned cellD) 

Write ·the set of quadruples for each one-state machine of the 
class defined in 202 which is non-limited for all possible 
arrangements ot symbols on the tape. 

2D4 Design a Universal Turing Machine using as few internal states 
as possibleo The design may use any finite number of symbols 
to aid in reducing the number of states requiredo Make a count 
of the number of states and the number of quadruples. 
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The Class A un1ve~sal Turing Machine described on the preceding 
pages provid~s us'with one value for the critical complexity dis
cussed earliero A count of transitions shows that about 800 
quadruples are required to describe this machine 0 Other un! versal 
machilles using more symbols and fewer internal states have been 
desttgned (see also problem 204).9 Shannon has shown3 that it is pos ... 
sible to design a two..,state universal machine (and"impossible to 
design a one=state universal machine) by using a large enough 
number of symDolso 

Variat1.ons 010t" the Turing Machine Them.e 

There are many possible variations to the Turing machine concepta 
In the example presented earlier, the machine operated on a linear 
array of symbols printed on an infinitely long tapeo Another class 
of machine might be defined whi~h operates on a two-dimensional 
array of symbols printed on an infinite plane 0 

2 0 
+ a b 1- 7f 4-

c I 20 S.a 
1/- - cI a 2 

a. 2 4- + 
p1T ..s- et I -

a. 24- ()S 
~ tt h 

I M I 

The operatiO'n'S" of this machine would include tlimove right, It "move 
left, fit "move up /8 and tlUmove dow 0 IW Extension of these ideas to 
n=dimensfanal arrays readily followso 

A three ... tape Turing machine was mentioned earlier40 In this case:; 
the maebinedeals with three separate l.inear arrays scanning three 
cells simultaneously bu.t operating on only one tape at a time 0 The 
transitions are described as sets of sextuples rather than quad
ruples 9 each determinant consisting of the initial state and the 
three scanned: symbols 0 Againf) extension. to machines USing more 
tapes or several n-dimensional. arrays is possibleo 

Von Beumann bas suggested a parts-manipulating machine analogous 

3C 0 Eo Shannon and others ~ it Au.tomata Studies 9 lt3 Princeton Un! ver
sity Press (to be published shortlyo) 

~o Fo Moore: Cpo cito 
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to the Turing symbol-manipulating machine" This machine would op
era.te in an envZw.ment containing hardware of various kinds such a,s 
nuts ~ bolts, wire}) vacuum tubes}) etc 0» and would construct another 
machine from these partso Again» it is possible to design a uni
versal constructing machine capable of constructing anything that 
any other constructing machine can construct" A case of particular 
interest is that of a machine which constructs a copy of itselfo 
With the current trend toward automation, some of these ideas are 
being applied in practical situationso 

Before moving on to further discussion of the Turing machine and 
its relation to other topics» let us list some of the items which 
have been introduced in the preceding pages~ 

10 Logical structure 
20 Operating rol.6S 
30 Stable states 
40 Transitions 
50 Symbol manipulation 

60 Coding 
7 0 Machine complexity 
8" Simulation 
9 " Uni versali ty 

These are all items will will be discussed in more detail during 
therem:a.inder of the courseo It is interesting that the concep
tually elimpl~ Turing machine serves to introduce so many of the 
basic ideas in the subject of digital computerso 

BOOLEAN ALGEBRA 

We now proceed to develop a manipulative notation which enables 
us to describe the action of two-symbol machines in terms of the 
cells themselves 0 This will lead to a. kind of symbol-printing 
algebra which will be shown to have the properties of Boolean 
algebra 0 

Consider the following simple Class A Turing machine which operates 
on cells labeled AJ B, and Co 
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for which the transition diagram is 

The machine prints Df 191} on C if A and B hold the same symbol and 
prints a i9,oU on C if A and B hold different symbols <l The symbol 
finally appearing in cell C depends on the symbols in A and Bo 
There are, of course, several kinds of dependence relations pos
sible, and the machine illustrated mechanizes only one of these 
relations 0 A word description of the illustrated process in terms 
of basic ·Turing machine operations would consist of the following 
pair of statements~ 

1 0 If cell A holds n 1" and cell B holds ttl«, 
or if· cell A holds lljOUi and cell B holds nO", 
then print 1111\11 on cell C" 

20 If' cell A holds iU 1 uu and cell B holds "0.", 
or if cell A holdS ~tO~9 and cell B holds "111 -- , then print nO" on cell C" 

A notation which simplifies this description 1s one which employs 
superscripts to denote the symbol held in a given cell: 

AO will mean UOthere is a no 9 in cell Aft 

and will mean ~f there is a U 1 U in cell An 

Then we might agree that 

A 0 : will mean n if there is a nOli in cell Aft - -

With these abbreviated forms, the statements describing the action 
of the illustrated machine become~ 
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(A
1 and B1 or A.O and BO)~Cl ], 

(AO and Bt or Ai and BO) ~Co 

Page 27 

The remaining simplification involves replacing "and" and "or" 
with shorter symbols 0 We will choose Itt 0 it to replace II and" and 
tf+" to replace il oro 911 With these changes the statements become: 

(At 0 Bt + A 0 
0 BO ) ~ Ct J 

(AO ., BI + AJ 
0 BO)gCO 

and the transition diagram can be redrawn in the form: 

which is considerably simpler and more compact than the original 
diagram 0 

It is interesting to note that in this new description the opera
tions ItRn and 8It}' do not appear 0 It is no longer a requirement 
that the cells A, B, and C be adjacent cells in a linear array. 
In fact, the new transition diagram equally well describes the 
action of a discrete-state machine whl1.ch deals with several inde
pendent cells simultaneously~ 

C 

We will return to t-his idea later 0 

Table of Combinations 

The possible outoomes and the corresponding conditions of A and B 
can be represented conveniently in a table. On the left are listed 
all combinations of symbols found in A and B, and on the right the 
resulting symbol in C: 
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ABC 

o 0 1 
o 1 0 
1 0 0 
1 1 1 

Thus, the first line of the table corresponds to AOeBO:Ci , etc. 
The number of lines, k, in such a table is given by&:Zn, where 
n is the number of cells determining the symbol to be printed. 
The number of different tables :lsak , toeo,-

2Zn = number of functionally different machines 
which print 1t81" or !B ott depending on the 
symbols held in n cellso 

~t should be noted that directions for printing only the lis are 
sufficient to determine the complete tableo Thus, it is sufficient 
to describe the illustrated machine by: 

(Ai oBi +AOoBO) :C 1 

from which the table is written~ 

A B C A B C 

0 0 1 0 0 1 
0 1 0 1 0 
1 0 1 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 

ODS appearing in all unfilled positionso Similarly, directions 
tor the printing of ODS are also sufficient and may result in 
simpler descriptions in some cases. For example, 

and 

both describe the same machineo 

We will say tha.t two cells, C and D, are equivalent it C holds a 
"1ft whenever D holds a "111

$ and C holds nOii whenever D holds nOn. 

Thus, tram a table, eog., 

A B 
o 0 
o 1 
1 0 
1 1 

C 

1 
o 
o 
1 

D 

1 
o 
o 
1 

E 

o 
o 
1 
1 
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it is seen that C is equi valent to D and E is equ1 valent to A .. 
These will be written C=D and E=A, respectively. 

Tl1l1s I g1 ven 

rn·
f 

o 0 
I I 

it is seen from the table that x=f 0 This could have been obtained 
from the s·tatement Xi: f 1 by dropping superscripts ~d replacing 
nl:i1 with "="» and the converse is of co'U.i:se also true. Us:lng,th1s 
rule, we would also obtain xO=ro from xO:fo. 

From xo: fi we would obtain f=xo. The table is: , 

m·
f 

o I 
1 0 

Inspection of the table shows that the symbol in cell f 1s the 
complement of the symbol in cell x, i.e., f=complement of x. 
Thus, XO will be read tUx complements. or "complement of ~tt ,the 
superscript lid" indicating the complementationo 

From x f g 
xo: :fl 0 1 0 
fO:g1 

I 0 I 

we conclude that x = (xO)o, the double-complement rule. 

Now we define two cells 1 and 0 in the following way: Cell 1 
always holds the symbol 81 1" (see, for example, cell EI of the OM 
described earlier) and cellO always holds the symbol nO". Evi
dently: 

and 00 = I 

Consider the following printing statements for cells fl through £'6: 

(r +1.1 ) :f,j 

(r+Oi):f/ 
(01 +(1 ) :f; 

1i oI1;f,,1 
11001.:rJ 
AS. 00£ :f; 

The table of combinations is then 
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1 0 f' 
• 

1 0 1 
1 0 1 
1 0 1. 
1 0 1. 

from which we conclude t~hat 

1+1:=;1 
l+O::·:~l 

0+0:::0 

f2-

1 
1 
.1 
1 

f' 3 

0 
0 
0 
0 

1-1=1 
1-0:::0 
0°0=0 

:fit 

1 
1 
1 
1 
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fS" f 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

These results illustrate properties of an arithmetic which is like 
ordinary arithmetic for 'the 8Ydotn operation (multi,plication) but ' 
unlike ordina.ry a.:rlt,hrl1e~tic: for t·b.e US plus sv operation (addition). We 
have described the fundamental operations of ~~ Algebra. 

Evidently these operations are; commut.ative, i,,,e_, HX or ytl is the 
same as u y or x" and uU x and yin is thesai1i'e as uU y and Xi~ Q Symbolically 

and 

The "andH and 1W orUf operatIons [:1:1:."8 also associat:1.ve.. Using the 
parenthesis t..;o denote grortpj,.ng, t,h~ fol10Wi.iliSt.atements hold: 

x + (y +- z) ~. (x + y) i Z 

Consequently, t.he order (1,nd grcM.p lng o.r synibols in any Boolean ex
pression i.s a.rbi.trary:-- ~rlv: di.mtr:ibut.iv-e propert'ies of the "andu 

and Bjor" ope,rat;i.ons can bE~~ est.:.abIIS:b.ed. ~y const.ructing the table 
of com"binati.ons for t.h('" forms ~ 

(Xl "yJ,'ir,(l O'7i)~ pi (x~ +y.1) 0 (x1+z1 ) ::r: .... * A..I, (}~. I 

X 1 Q ( y1 +z:1. ) '~1"1, ( X 1* y1 0 7 J, " .' f 1 
.' • c, 2- "" J l ~ ,'t 

"~ Y z f' -f2. f~ f" .0 ! 
_ .... ~-o, • .,..~~ 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 .1 0 0 .1 .1 
1 0 0 (1 0 1. 1. 
.1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
1. 1 0 1 1 1 1 
1 .1 1 1 1 1 1 

Compari.son of columns tn t;he t.a.ble ShO~MS that £1 =f2, and. f3 ::;f.., , t.e~, ' 

alnd 

As in ordinary algebra»th .. en, one car.!. iIlmuL'(:,iplygS through a tfsumlt 

(recall the proc(-}ss of lIi1facrtori1:1g a) 0 Unl.i.ke ord:tnary algebra, 
Boolean algebra permits one to gU add" th:J."lough a Vi product 9W • These 
forms will oc~cur qu:lte: often i:il. subsequ.ent, work" 
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By using the general process of writing out the table of combina
tions for various expressions and then comparing columns to find 
equivalent forms, the theorems of Boolean algebra can be developed. 
As further examples, consider the following expressions: 

(:xL + x~): f~ 
i i ! 

X ·x : fa 

x 

o 
1 

f~ fa 

o 0 
1 1 

Examination of the table shows that f~ = f~ = x, i.e., 

and hence, by continuation 

x + x = x 
x"x = x 

x+x+"" .+x=x 
xox~ " 0 • ·x = x 

Similarly, the e~pressions 

(xi +l1 
) :rt 

... 1 l. 
x.l.eI :f2 

Q 1 x f1 f 2. . f 3 f .. 

(xi +Oi ) ~f~ 

r -ot :f! 
lead to the conclusion that 

x+l = 1 
x~l = x 

Q 1 Q 1 
o 1 1 1 

x+O = x 
xoQ = 0 

000 
1 1 0 

Notice that with the exception of the first one, these forms are 
like those of ordinary algebrao 

Finally, from the expressions 

(xi+xO) ~ri 

we conclude that 

x 

o 
1 

1 
1 

o 
o 

Additional theorems can also be obtained from the ones already es
tablished without recourse to a table of combinations. For example, 

31 
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it can be shown that 
x + xoy = x 

by using the first of the distributive properties already proved,: 

x + xy = xe(l + y) 
= x· (1) 
= x 

Similarly, it can be shown that 

by using the second distributive property: 

x + xOy = (x + XO) .. (x + y) 
= (l)-(x + y) 
= x + y 

The advaritages of tne'manipulative character of the algebra in the 
above examples are apparento 

The theorem of DeMorgan relates an expression and its complement. 
Consideration of the forms~ 

(x~+yj )~f~ 
x y f~ fz 

0 0 1 1 
i 0 1 0 0 

xO"yO~f2 
1 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 

leads to the conclusion that since f! = (fff and f t = f2' 

(x + y)O = xOoyO 

This 'can be eXtended to expressions involving more variables by using 
the associative property in the following way: 

{x + y + z] 0 = (x + (y + z)} 0 

= xOo (y + z)o 
= xOoyOozO 

A more general form of DeMorganfts theorem is the following: 

fO(xJ.' xl' e"" xn, 0, +) = f(x~, x~, ..... x8, +, .. ) 

that is, the complement of an expression involving certain variables 
and the Itdot tt and ftplus tl is obtained by replacing each Variable- by 
its complement and interchanging the "dot n and "plus n • For example: 

32 
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PROBLEMS 

3.1 Show that the complement of any Boolean function may be ob
tained by complementing all of the function variables and 
replacing 'I." with .':'+" and "+" with n. ".. That is, show that 

fO(Xi' x2.' ••• x1p ~,+) 

= f(x~, x~, ... xg, +, .) 

3.2 Find the complements of the following functions: 
• 

f = ab + cd 

f = (a + b)(c + d)(bO + d) 

f = (abOc + bcOd)O + aO 

Check the results by showing that f·fo = 0 and f + fO = 1 
for each function. 

3.3 Prove the following: 

xy + xOz = (x + z)(xO + y) 

xy + xOz + yz = xy + xOz 

33 
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Duality 

Using DeMorganis theorem one' can obtain new theorems from those 
already provedQ For example, consider 

x(y + z) = xy +. xz 

the first distributive property theorem. Complement both sides of 
the identity~ 

[x (y + ?i») 0 = (xy + ~z J 0 

xO +,yOzO = (xO + yO) (xo + Zo) 

which is recognized as the second distributive property 'theorem 
applied to complemented 'variables .. Consequently; the'two distri
butive theorems are rela.ted to each otherj'we say that they are 
dua.l in form to one another.. For any Boolean expression, a dua.l 
expression can be obtained by complementation of" the expression 
followed by complementation of all variables. For example: 

x + x = x 

Complementation of each side gives 

(x + x)o = xo 

and final complementation of all"variables yields 

x·x = x 

as the dual expressiono Other expressions and their duals follow: 

Venn Diagram 

x + I = 1]' 
xoO = 0 

x + X
O 

- 1] 
x-xo = 0 

x + xOy = x + YJ 
x(XO + y) = xy 

Another way of visualizing the expressions of Boolean algebra 'is to 
relate the states of' cells' to abstract ~reas" The area inside '" the 
following closed figure represents the sta.te'in which cell x holds 
91 ~ and'the remaining area represents the",:sta.te in which cell x 
holds '0 g ~ 
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By overlapping figures of this kind we obtain a Venn'diagram(5)'of 
Boolean expressions of the cells involved. For two variables, the 
Venn diagram is the following: 

By relating the four distinct areas one can establlshthe theorems 

35 

of Boolean algebra for two variables. For example, by joining the 
region x·yO to the region xoy, one obtains the region x. Symbolically: 

x·yO + x-y = x 

Extension of the technique to more variables is, of course, possible. 

Network Representation 

The relationships ~f Boolean algeb::a can also be applie~6to state
ments about paths ~n a network of ~nterconnected nodes. { ),The 
following definitions are used: 

p~x1---o Q 

will mean "there is a path from P to Q if x holds '1' and there is 
no path from P to Q if x holds '0'. Similarly 

Po--- x0---oQ 

will mean "there is a path from P to Q if x holds '0' and no path 
if x holds f 1 ,:' Then the following correspondenc'es hold ~ 

p~ 11 __ ... Q ~p 0 ~Q 

P _ 0'1 __ -00 Q # Po-- --oQ 

so that a path is associated with the symbol 'I' and the absence of 
a path is associated with the symbol lOt. 

5H• Venn, Symbolic Logic, 1881 
6C• E. Shannon, A Symbolic Analysis of Relay and Switching Circuits, 
Transactions of-A.I.E.E., Vol. 57, 1930.--
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The relations tlandtl and tlorn can be represented as follows: 

p 

x·y 

. P 0-0 ----+L :: ~+--_-oo Q 

x + y 

In the first case, there is a path from P to Q only if x holds '1' 
and y holds vIi. In the second case, there is a path from P to Q 
if x holds '19 ~ if Y holds 91' (or both). 

The theorems of Boolean algebra can then be represented as equiva
lence relations between suitable networks. Some of the theorems 
and their network representation follow (l's superscripts and node 
labels will be dropped)~ 

~o-----x----_x~ = 00------ X ----00 

xox :::; x 

o------x ------~o 

x + x = x 

0 LxJ-o = 0 0 

x + 1 :::; 1 

o---x xo----o = 0-- ----0 

x·xo::: 0 

--C::r = 0 0 

x +.x9 = l' 
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_ jX-Y}-- = 
~x--z 

X·y + x·z = x{y + z) 

x + yoz = (x + y)(x + z) 

-EX-Yj-
xo-z 

Y- z , 

= 

xy + xoz + yz = xy + xoz 

wx + yz = (w + y)(x/+ y)(v+ z)(x + z) 

For a more complete description of the application of Boolean 
algebra to the synthesis and simplification of networks of this 
kind, the reader 1s referred to the text: 

Keister, Ritchie, Washburn, The Design 
of Switching Circuits, Van Nostrand, 1951. 
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The four Boolean functions of one variable are defined by the 
following table~ 

x 

o 
1 

o 

o 
o 

I 0 
o 1 

I 

I 
1 

Any Boolean expression involving only one variable must reduce 
to one of these four forms regardless of its apparent complexity. 
Examples~ 

(x +(x)o)O + xoo(xoxox + x) = 0 

««(x)O)O)O)O)O = (x)o 

Design a Turing machine which, when supplied a tape bearing any 
Boolean expression involving one variable, will print the correct 
reduced form of the expression 0 The symbols appearing initially 
on the tape are~ 

x, 0, +, 0 j (, ), ==, b 

Parentheses will always be written explicitly with any complement: 

(x)O instead of xO 

aild fl." will always be written explicitly between factors 

The expression is written one symbol to a cell and terminates with 
the symbol "=tt; all other cells are blank (symbol nb'). For example, 
the last expression appears as 

! 
I b I,b I x I ·1 ( I xl + I x 1·1 ( Ix I ) I 0 I ) I = I b I b I 

The machine starts in state 1 scanning the cell which holds n=f1 and 
is to print the correct reduced form on the ,cells immediately 
following the "=" symbol" Any additional symbols may be used but 
must be erased upon completion~ 
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SYNTHESIS OF BOOLEAN MACHINES 

The Boolean algebradescripti6n applies quite generally to two-symbol 
machines which manipulate information in several cells simultaneously _ 
accord~ns to fixed rules.* We will call these machines Boolean ma
chines~ 7) and 'vill now consider their synthesis and logical structure. 

The simplest significant Boolean machine is a one-state, one-cell 
structure. In the more interesting cases, it is a complex machine 
with many internal states and many peripheral cells. What is desired 
in synthesizing these more complicated machines is a graphic descrip
tion which emphasizes the logical relationships between the cells of 

39 

a given machine and which thus augments the state and transition diagram 
describing tne action of the machine. We will now proceed to make more 
explicit the possible forms of these logical relationships. 

Two-Cell Machines 

Consider first the one-state machine in which the printed symbol de
pends on the symbols initially held in two cells, p and q: 

Sixteen different machines are possible, they are described by the 
16 Boolean expressions, :fa, f" 0 .... f 15' , enumerated in the following 
table of combinations: 

p q fo f, f~ f3 f,+ f5 f6 f7 fa f3 f \0 fIt f '2 f l3 f'lt 

o 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 
o 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

f\ 

1 
1 
1 
1 

It is noted that fa = 0 and f l5 = 10 The Boolean expressions can be 
obtained by writing out the terms involving p and q which give rise to 
"l's" in the table~ 

*Refer page 270 
7Io S. Reed: "Some Mathematical Remarks on the Boolean Machine,tr 
Project Lincoln Technical Report #2, Dec. 1951 

5 
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fo = 0 fa p.q 

f, = pO.qO f~ = pO_qO + p-q 

fz, = pO.q flo =.pO_q + p_q 

f3 = pOeqo + pO_q fll = pO.qO + pO_q + p-q 

f4 = p.qO fl2 = p.qO + p_q 

fs = pO_qO + p.qO f 13 = pO_qO + poqO + p.q 

f, = pO.q + peqO f 1'1- = pO.q + p.qO + p.q 

f7 = pO.qO + pOoq + poqO f IS' = 1 

Many of these expressions can be simplified. For example: 

= pO(qO + q) 

and 

= po + qO 

If these reductions are carried out for all such cases, the following 
list of minimum forms is obtained: 

fo = 0 f6 = pqo + pOq f'I = po + q 

f, = pOqO f7 = po + qO f ,2. = P 

f2 = pOq fa = pq f 13 = P + qO 

fg = pO f9 = pOqO +- pq flit = P + q 

f4 = pqo f,o = q f 15 = 1 

fs = qO 
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The transition diagram for any of the on~-state, two~cell machines 
can be obtained directly from this listo For example, the machine 
described by f 7 , M 7 has the diagram~ 

In order to represent the logical relationsh}.!ps 

po + qO 

and 

for M., in terms of the cells· p.and q in a graphic construction, we 
will introduce a symbolism based on the table of combinations. Note 
that the table for f7 can be drawn in either the form: 

The four positions in the matrix form can be related to the quadrants 
of a circle 0 Thus, the expression f., m~gbt be represented by a 
connective element of the following sort~8)~ 

the marks in the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd quadrants corresponding to the 
position of 1 88 in the matrix form for f.,.. A few other examples 
will help to illus~rate the use of this symbol: 

q 
f, 0 1 

9 = p 
p 0 1 0 fl = pO.qO 

1 0 0 q 

8J • D. Goodell~ "The FOtmdations of Computing Machinery,U Journal 
of Computing Systems, Vol 0 I, Noo 1, June 1952. 

41 
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q 

C? f6' 0 1 p 
0 0 :r = f'6 = pOoq + poqO 

P 1 1 0 q 

f ,s oq 1 

G .p 
p 0 1 1 = fls = 1 

1 1 1 q 

Using this symbol we can now construct anyone-state, two-cell, binary 
machine in terms of the cells themselves and describe the action of 
the machine by means of the associated transition diagram. For 
example, the machine described by f..,. is.~ 

p 
: It; I 

r 

and the machine described earlier (page 27), which corresponds to fg , 
is represented by~ 

A 
:c' C., " 

B 

42 

The rema~n~ng 14 machines of this class can be constructed in a similar 
manner using the appropriate connective elementso 

Universal Connective Elements 

It is possible to put each of the expressions fo, fl , .... f ls into 
a standard form which corresponds to that of f l , namely the form: 
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or its equivalent 

where the empty parenthesis groups contain only combinations of the 
letters p and q which are also in the standard forma For example, 
f1+ = P + q can be written 

. fJA. = l~p + q)O] +'. [(p + q)~J 0 

Similarly, each of the sixteen expressions can be written in a form 
which corresponds to that of f1 

or its equivalent 

( " 0 0 " a )'0 ( 0 0 0 ., .. ) 

o 

Again as an example, f14 = P + q would be written 

f1.4 = 

These express ions, f1 and f 7 ' are kno:wn as the Slieffer stroke 
functions9, and are sometimes written f1 = P t q and f, = p I q. 
The existence of these standard or universal forms means that any 
of the Boolean machines, Mo, M1, 0 M 15 can be synthesized using 
only the connective element for f1 

or the connective element for f7 

Accordingly, these elements might be called universal connective ele
ments .. To demonstrate this universality of, these elements, we will 
now proceed to show how the :stxteen m~chines ~'. M. " 0 a MIS are con-

9H• Mo Sheffer: nA Set of Five Independent Postulates for Boolean 
Algebra, tr Trans 0 Amo Math .. Soc. XIV 1913 
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structed using only the element f, , and then we will show that any 
structure involving only f.1 can be replaced by another structure 
involving only f 7 . This demonstration is essentially the same as 
that presented by GoodelllOo 

First, the sixteen forms are synthesized as follows: 

= 

fa = pOoq 

:=7-f2 = p (p + qO)O = 

qO 

q 

fa = po 

:§- f3 = P 

I (7 po 

f4 = poqO 

44 

pO.q 

P9-f4 = :-@POC? (pO + q)O = poqO 

q 

10 J. D. Goodell.: "The Foundations' of Computing Machinery, Part II, tI 
The Journal of Computing'Systems, Vol 0 1, Noo 2, January 1953. 
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fs = qO 

Py f 5 

q 

• 0 + pO.q f, = p q " 

-~fb P~-
q 

= q 

9-
" 

fro,. " 
p " ~; 

~' -.: 

q 

45 

= q 

= 

= 

= 

= 
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fll = po + q 

Py fll = :10 p. C?CP 
•• q10 pO+q 

q 

f '2 = p 

:=i?- f,~ = P P 

f 13 = P + qO 

: =iT f l3 = p O(P~t0 p+qO 

q-@ 
f,'t = P + q 

Py f,'t = :=5?(p+q[0 p+q 

q . 

f IS = 1 

:=9-fl~ = P t? p. S3(f~P(S) 

The corresponding 16 two-cell Boolean machines can be drawn directly 
using this list of fl -synthetic forms. For example, the machine MI~ 
is: 

p r 

pO+p 
=1 
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Finally, any structure involving f can be replaced by a structune 
i 

involving f7 according to the following synthesis: 

= p 

q 

Hence, fa and f7 co~ective elements are both universal for two-cell 
Boolean machinesQ 

Although we will not ~ke use of the universal properties of either 
element in subsequent work, it· is of interest to note that the 
physical realiza1Jility of any Boolean machine can be established by 
snowing that it is possible to construct a device which implements 
either f, or f7 • 

Boolean Machines Involving ~Cells 
. , 

In discussing the synthesis of machines involving an arbitrary number 
of cells, it is convenient to define generalized connective elements 
for the "and" and nor" "expressions" The circular symbol for the two
cell expressions can. be generalized to more than two cells, but the 
drawing of matrices of more than two dimensions is difficult. By 
grouping two terms together at a time, the expressions for "andtt and 
HOrn involving N cells can, of course, be constructed using only the 
connective elements f. and f., , resp~ctively: 

~--------------------~ 

47 
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X, 

X'3----..., 

XN------------------~ 

However, the connective elements we shall use in subsequent discussions 
of Boolean machines, regardless of how many cells are involved, are the 
following: 

+ 
X f + x 2 + ••• + xN 

and, to complete the set of connective elements, a complementation 
element will be drawn in the following manner: 

x ---~~G----. .... xO 

A composite example will illustrate the symbolism: 

A--...... -1f 

B--....... ~ 
C --.-+-+---'IIf 
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Extension of this symbolism to any Boolean expression follows from the 
definitions and from the fact that uou, '+! and .Of form a complete 
set of connective elementso 

Irbe Time Element ' 

It is necessary to make the distinction between printing a symbol and 
holding a symbol more preciseo Printing occurs at definite times, 
namely those times at which transitions from state to state occur. On 
the other hand, symbol holding is a situation which persists in time 
until a new symbol is printed. For example, suppose cell A holds the 
symbol '0' and that during a machine transition occurring at time tl 
the symbol vl' is printed on A. We might represent the history of cell A 
in the following way: 

A 
--------- 6A 1 

O~----------~-------------t, time 

To make the idea of transition timing more precise, we will introduce 
a new component cell into· the machine. This new cell, which will be 
labeled P, will act as a clock for the rest of the machine. It will 
have the property of holding the symbol vl' when ,transitions are to 
occur and the symbol '0 1 otherwise: 

1 .. - - - r-' ,... -
p 

tl t, t3 .elf ts 
time 

o 

It is assumed that transitions and printing require a finite length 
of time and, consequently, P,will hold '1' fer a finite interval, 
although one which is not large compared to the interval between 
transitions. We will say that P acts as a source of pulses, and 
that a cell such as A is a source of symbol levels. 

Printing can then be specified by forms of the following sort: 

pl.Al~Bl 

plo(Al + Bl):Cl 

so that the act of printing is confined in time and coincides with 
the pulses occurring at tl, tZ J etc.. For example: 
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A:L __ 
p:UL-

P·A : +-1-----
B:lt--__ 

JL __ 
n 

time 

In the case illustrated on the left, A holds '0' and· no change of 
symbol occurs on B. In the case on the right, A holds 'I' and a 'I' 
is printed on B during the transition evento 

A refinement of the cell symbol will simplify drawing and emphasize 
the distinction between printing and holding functions. The cell 
label is written within the element representing the cell, and one 
half of the element is associated with the symbol 'I' and the other 
with '0 t. 

Then printing can be represented by one of the two forms: 

o 1 

A B 

A connective element will be associated with the appropriate sides 
of the participating cells. Fo~ example, the machine pl.Al·Bo:Cl 
is drawn: 

50 
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o 1 
C 

o o 1 
A B 

The arrowhead will be used to denote symbol pulses and the diamond 
to denote symbol levels~ Oriemore example will illustrate these 
forms 0 The machine used to 'introduce Boolean algebra (page 27) is 
represented by the following drawing: 

o 1 o 
A 

Complementation 

1 
B 

o 1 

C 

+ ~------+----<~ 

51 

A case of special interest' is that in which a cell participates in a 
symbol-printing operation on itself, e.g., the complementation operation: 

ploAl:Ao J' 
• ' :A

c 
ploAo:Al, 
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To avoid a logical indeterminacy it is necessary to redefine the 
printing operatton so as. to include a delay between the time at 
which the printing pulse occurs and the t'ime at, ~hich the cell holds 
the printed symbol: ' 

1 

I I 
A 

o 

1 

10 0 0 p 

0 

, jde~~h time 
~Ac 

0J 
Complementation struct'U:res c~n then be simplified according to the 
following scheme~ 

" 

....-
',~ 

where the pulse line drawn to the center of the cell element will 
indicate the complementation directly 0 As an example, the machine, 
Al:Bc is 

o 1 
B 

o 1 
A' 
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The existence of the printing delay also permits the construction of 
machines in which the symbols held in"a set of cells are simultaneously 
interchanged. For two cells, A and B, an exchange of symbols is ac
complished by the following structure: 

o 1 o 
A B 

Interchange structures involving more cells may take many forms. 
A shifting structure is obtained if cell A's symbol is printed on 
cell Bj Bis on C; Crs on D, etco If the symbol in the last cell 
in this set of cells is printed on the first cell, a cyclic inter
change is obtained and the set of cells ~akes the form of a closed 
ring. 
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Machines Involving Serial States 

The Boolean machines discussed heretofore have all been one-state 
machines. We will now extend the synthesis procedure to machines 
involving more than one state. 

Consider the following two-state machine, M: 

0 J. 

B 

'~ L~ 

..L"". 
""-

M 

M starts in state 1 and prints a '0' on B in the transition to state 2. 
From state 2, a 'I' is printed on B if A holds '1' and M returns to 
state 1; no change in symbol occurs on B if A holds '0'0 The net 
effect is that the symbol finally appearing in cell B is the same as· 
the symbol in A; in other words, the symbol in A is transferred to Bo 

Evidently the printing requirements would be met if M supplied addi
tional levels according to its state: 

o 
A 

state 1 

o I 
B 
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Complete Configurations 

In one sense, cell K of the preceding section controls the action of 
the machine, M, in dealing with cells A and Ba In another sense, 
cells K, A, and B are simply undifferentiated cells of a three-cell 
structure which is capable of assuming ~ = 8 stable configurations 
and which jumps from one configuration to another in a manner which 
depends only on the current configuration itself. Thus, if the eight 
possible arrangements of symbols in K, A, and B are assigned config
uration numbers according to the table: 

K A B 
o 0 0 0 
o 0 1 1 
010 2 
o 1 1 3 
1 0 0 4 
101 5 
110 6 
1 1 1 7 

then the action of the three-cell structure is described by the 
following transition diagram in which the nodes represent not states 
of K, but complete configurations~ . 

Note that the transitions in this kind of diagram are unconditional 
and that the final configuration depends only on the initial config
uration& From the fact that M starts in state 1 (KO), it follows 
that the complete structure starts in one ofthefour·configui'ations, 
0, 1, 2, or 3, depending on the initial arrangement of symbols on ~ 
and B 0 Consequently, the structure can never a.ssume configurations 
5 or 79 this can be seen from the configuration transition diagram. 

It is worth mentioning at this point that in any physica.I.lY reali.zable 
machine there always exists the chance that SP1ri'iOU5 transitions· will 
occur 0 It might be said that one of the principal problems' in·engin
eering s~ch a machine is that of making the probabilities of these 
spurious transitions suitably small. 

56 
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A General Synthesis Procedure 

Given the transition requirements for any structure in terms of complete 
configurations, it is possible to synthesize'a suitable machine having 
the required transition diagram. As an example, suppose that it is 
desired to synthesize a machine which has the diagram~ 

The minimum number of two-symbol cells required is log24 = 2; these 
may be designated Ko and Kl 0 Next, the state numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4 
are coded in terms of the symbols in Ko and K1 .. The choice of code 
is completely arbitraryo The code we will choose for this example 
is the following: 

K{ ~ # 
o 0 1 
012 
113 
1 0 4 

We next write the Boolean expressions which will produce the required 
transitions. Consider first the situations which result in the print
ing of the symbol gl' on Ko" This occurs in the transition 1 ......... 2 
and again in the transition 2 --""3" The configurations which lead to 
the printing of a VI." on Ko are thus 1 and 2, and we may write:-

pi,(K? ~Kg + K? oK~) ~K~ 

In a similar manner, the remaining printing expressions can be obtained. 
They are~ 

pi.(K{ oK~ + K! oKg) ~~ 

p1.(K~ &K~ + Kf oK~) ~Kf 

pi .(Ky 0 Kg + Kt 0 Kg) ~ K~ 

These may be further reduced by factoring: 

pioK~o(Kg + ~)~~ 
pi "IG 0 (Kg + K~) ~Kg 
pi $K5o(~ + KI) :Kl 
P~·Kgo(K~ + Kt)~K~ 

pf"K~:~ 
P~<>Kt:K8 
piOK~~Kf 
pi &K8~K~ 
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The required structure is thus: 

o 1 o 1 

The device, by definition} "counts" up to the number 4 and then starts 
over at 10 

A second example of the general synthesiS procedure again deals with 
cyclic counting and with a coding scheme of special interesto First, 
a machine which counts cyclically through the numbers 0 through T wili 
be synthesized, and then the results of the synthesis will be general
ized to larger ringso 

The eight configurations require three cells~ ~2' Kl, andKoo The 
particular code chosen will be a binary numerical code in which the 
configuration number is a sum of powers of 2, 21 being the contribution 
to the sum of Ki holds a tl'~ 
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Kz Kl Ko # 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 
0 1 0 2 
0 1 1 3 
1 0 0 4 
1 0 1 5 
1 1 0 6 
1 1 1 7 

Again, any consistent, complete coding scheme could have been 
chosen 0 The particular advantage of a binary numerical code is 
that it will yield a simple, iterative structure for the synthe
sized machine. 

Instead of proceding as before, we wil+ nQte instead the configura
tions which lead to changes of symbolstll)o 

We note first that Ko is complemented during all transitions. We 
have immediately~ 

o 1 

Kl is complemented during transitions from the configurations 1, 3, 
5, and 7: 

which factors to 

59 

IlJeffrey, R. C., Reed, 10 S.: "The Use of Boolean Algebra in Computer 
Design,," MIT Digital Computer Lab, Engineering Note E-458-z, 
15 April 195Z. 
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and, since the expression within the parenthesis is the same as 1, 

o 1 

t.~:Kl 

( pi)'.K
O 

o 1 

Finally, K2 is complemented during transitions from configurations 
3 and 7: 

or 

o 1 

p1oKt·K!(K~ + K~):Ki 

pi oK! oK5 :K~ 

o 1 o 1 

60 
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The generalization to structures involving more stages follows im
mediately: 

The ith stage is: 

Iterated structures of this kind are desirable from the standpoint 
of simplicity of physical construction. 

61 
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PROBLEMS 

501 Design a one-state machine which will accomplish 
a cyclic interchange of symbols on the three cells, 
A, B, and C 

using only the complement printing operation. 

502 Design a machine to perform a cyclic interchange 
on A, B, and C as in 5.1, but with cells which do 
not include a printing delay. How many state are 
required? 

503 Construct a two-cell, four-state machine which has 
the following transition diagram: 

62 
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